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Our vision
An inclusive and just society with sensitized and responsive public and private
sectors, where all women and children have access to opportunities to improve
their quality of life in order to realize their full potential.

Our mission
AWEC demonstrates its commitment to the inclusion, protection and empowerment
of Afghan women and children, with a particular focus on vulnerable groups, striving
towards attaining their human rights and gender equality by:
 Increasing women’s role and influence on decision-making in government,
organizations and the private sector, at both local and national levels;
 Increasing women and girls’ awareness of their rights and improving their
access to education and other key social services;
 Identifying socially excluded groups of women and children and providing them
with essential services and helping them organize to influence stakeholders by
facilitating, engaging, and mobilizing community groups and civil society
organizations;
 Building the capacity of CSOs and government duty bearers to effectively
address the rights and needs of women, children and vulnerable groups.

Our History
Afghan Women’s Educational Center (AWEC) is a well-known and respected nongovernmental organization (NGO) founded in 1991 by a group of educated Afghan
women living and working in exile in Pakistan, at the height of intense warfare and
conservatism as Mujahideen groups struggled for supremacy. AWEC has worked for
25 years to improve the status of women and girls through a focus on education and
social empowerment. The women who founded AWEC also established a platform for
advocacy on behalf of Afghan women, then living as refugees in Pakistan. This
platform eventually became a separate national network under the name of the
Afghan Women’s Network, first operating in Pakistan and later in Afghanistan. AWEC
implemented many projects for the refugee communities, focusing on the vulnerable
and socially marginalized and assisting the aspiring young women who wanted to
create change.
After a number of years working with refugees in Pakistan, AWEC was registered as
a local NGO in Afghanistan in 2002 after the fall of the Taliban. It began its activities
in difficult settings and locations. In 2004, for example, AWEC implemented an
intensive school program providing accelerated education to 20,000 tribal children in
Khost and Paktia provinces, deprived of access to schooling during the Taliban
regime. With over two decades of experience, AWEC continues its commitment to
organizational development and professional capacity building for its staff. It has
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evolved from a community center in 1992 to a full-fledged national NGO with an
annual budget of USD two million and outreach to 25,000 beneficiaries in 2016. At
present, AWEC is working in six provinces, as an organization with expertise with
socially marginalized and vulnerable groups, in particular women and children.
AWEC’s third Strategic Plan covers the period 2017-2021. It charts the direction and
strategic goals which AWEC will pursue in the next five years, and provides a
framework for AWEC’s program and organizational development. A mid-term review
will be carried out in the third year. The strategic objectives and outputs contained
herein will guide AWEC’s work during the coming years, helping to achieve its stated
vision and mission to reach vulnerable groups in Afghan society. AWEC’s strategic
plan also guides it towards harmonization and collaboration, both internally and
externally with a range of stakeholders and partners. The overarching focus of this
strategic plan is to build on AWEC’s institutional strengths and expertise, leading to
streamlined and effective programs which foster lasting social change in response to
analysis of the context in which AWEC operates. Ability to achieve and demonstrate
such change will lead to more effective grant acquisition. The pursuit of alternative
resource bases will give AWEC further means to become a specialized organization
with valuable expertise.
AWEC is launching a process of structural reorganization. To do this efficiently AWEC
will improve and standardize internal functions and operations. The Strategic Plan will
provide a roadmap for these organizational changes. Additionally, AWEC is adopting
a focus on the financial sustainability of the organization through approaches that
contribute to developing alternative funding sources which will enable AWEC to
continue operating as donor funding diminishes in the coming years.
Strategic planning is a continuous process that needs to be well managed at all stages
in order to achieve strategic objectives. The implementation of the plan needs to
include a review of the roles and responsibility of different departments, and the
creation of new positions where bottlenecks are identified. The plan will be a working
document which will be reviewed at specified intervals as mentioned. It will be the
basis for the development of annual operation plans for the organization and for
individual staff members.
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SECTION 1

AN OVERVIEW OF AFGHAN WOMEN’S EDUCAIONAL CENTER

ABOUT US
AWEC is a non-political, non-profit, woman-headed national organization established in 1991 by
a group of educated Afghan women in exile, who rallied together to address the lack of facilities
for Afghan refugees in Islamabad and eventually Peshawar, in Pakistan. AWEC has always been
involved in advocacy and awareness-raising for women and children’s rights while providing
services to those who frequently fall through safety nets. In recent years, one of AWEC’s core
activities has been to support women through mobilizing Afghans, from local communities to
political elites, towards the goal of reducing and eventually eliminating violence against women.
AWEC has focused primarily on addressing the needs and rights of women and children,
particularly vulnerable groups. It has, for instance, operated educational centers for vulnerable
women and street working children, provided education for girls, skills and legal support to women
in prisons, and assisted chronically poor women. Currently, AWEC runs a center for street
working children, Anna Educational Centre in Kabul.
In creating space for women’s political participation, AWEC has pioneered many visionary
projects, including a peace-building program for women and children. AWEC has used innovative
approaches, such as exposure visits and exchanges between women from different provinces
and interactions between women of different ethnicities, to allow experience sharing and
discussion on conflict, leading to strategies to build peaceful communities.
AWEC is part of a wide network of stakeholders from influential individuals to grassroots bodies
and civil society networks and in government. AWEC has used this network to lobby and advocate
for fair and equitable laws and rights for women. AWEC campaigns actively for implementation
and enforcement of national and international commitments made by the government and the
international community. It has also used its expertise and influence to provide legal and financial
support to individual victims of violence and abuse.
AWEC has largely kept a low public profile as a security measure, in order to draw less attention
to its presence and activities. It has become clear however that a higher profile presence does
lead to a better-known brand and identity as well as better access to funding. As a result, in future
AWEC will have to juggle its need for an appropriate public profile, while taking the necessary
security precautions. A targeted communication strategy should also help with this.
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OUR PEOPLE
Board members/Trustees
Dates acted
(if not for
whole year)
2013

Name

Position

Mari Akrami

Chairperson

Masood Karokhail

2013

Abdul Rahim Ataee

Board Member
Board Member

Hossay Roshan

Board Member

August, 2016

Shahida

Board Member

August, 2016

July, 2017

Core employees
Joining date

Name

Position

Palwasha Hassan

Executive Director

March 01,
2016

Niamatullah Rahi

Program Manager

July 08, 2012

Mohammad Juma Sultani

Finance Manager

Sep 25, 2017
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OUR SUPPORTERS/DONORS

List of donors for 2017

CAFOD (Catholic
Agency For Overseas
Development)

OXFAM Novib

US Embassy/INL

Unicef

European Union (EU)

Counterpart
International

Christian aid (CA)

Department for International
Development (DFID)

Tetra Tech (TT)
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SECTION 2

GOVERNANCE

STRUCTURE & MANAGEMENT
Afghan Women’s Educational Center is registered with Ministry of Economy under register
number 440.
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OUR OBJECTIVES AND INTERVENTIONS
Strategic Objectives:
1. To increase women’s participation in decision-making processes and access to
leadership positions at both local and national level.
a. To select, train and position aspiring young women to become leaders and
managers of positive social change.
b. To increase women’s participation in and influence over decision-making
concerning peace processes, protection, relief and recovery services for women as
per Afghan National Action plan on UNSCR 1325 – Women, Peace and Security
(NAP 1325)
2.To improve access to services and livelihoods options for poor and vulnerable
groups of women and children; increasing acceptance and support for them by
families and society
a. To influence stakeholders and provide essential services to improve the quality of
life for street and/or working children in major urban areas based on measurable
changes.
b. To improve female prisoners’ access to rights and justice and to enhance their life
chances at the end of their incarceration.
c. To socially and economically empower and organize chronically poor women and
vulnerable FHHs to improve their quality of life and to influence relevant stakeholders.

Interventions:
During the year 2017 AWEC-Herat focused on three main projects:

1. Women Leadership Development Program (WLD)
This project is funded by USAID/Promote and the goal of this project is increasing the
leadership skill of 25000 afghan women to reach to the highest position and make decisions.
The duration of this project is from 2015 to 2019. During the year 2017, round #four, five and
six of WLD, classes were graduated with total number of 564 participants and currently round
7th is ongoing with total participants of 260 Jawana participants in 10 classes with facilitation of
5 Class Facilitators. The leadership classes were conducted in two centers of Shamira Garden
and Herat University center. During this year, five graduation ceremonies of round number 2,
3, 4, 5 and 6 were conducted and below are the built points of this project impacts and outputs
over participants and society.
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Fundraising of approximately 3263560 Afs amount of money was by Jawana
participants for implementation of their end class projects.
WLD program was promoted among people and as result of those awareness raising
programs families' interest on Jawana Program increased.
During this period some short videos on different topics such as: Women driving in
Herat, a video on support to street children, a video on support to an unknown leader,
a short video of Jawana classes were produced.
Through the implementation of Jawana end class project activities people's mentality
on women empowerment changed which helped societies to accept women's abilities.
Jawana graduates self-esteem increased and some of the participants discovered their
hidden potentials on different areas such as entrepreneurship, leadership,
communication and speech delivery, and sports.
WLD project promoted a culture of volunteer work in Herat society as result of Jawana
end class project activities.
A number of participants from different districts such as: Guzara, Injil, Kohsan,
Ghoryan and Zinda Jan participated in this program. Some of these districts are far
distance of 100 KM. This shows the strong interest of Herat women to the leadership
classes and despite huge obstacles, they are eager to participate in this program.
A number of participants were encouraged to do workout and their interest increase on
physical activities and sport.
Nearly 564 women and girls got the opportunity to visit Herat Provincial Council and
Independent Human Rights Commission in Herat Province. During those visits, their
knowledge on those organizations increased, they learned about the history of these
organizations, different committees of those organizations, their functionality and their
achievement. Also, those visits helped Jawana participants to increase their linkages
and relation-ships with those organizations for fundraising and implementation of their
end class projects.
Jawana participants increased their relation-ship with famous and well-known
personalities. This will help them to get access to job market and expand their
relationship with different organizations.
As result of job fairs conducted after graduation ceremonies, Jawana participants
learned about different organizations who are seeking employees. Including different
promote programs.
Jawana participants' skills on C.V writing increased. Before every job fair, Jawana girls
were provided with some training on C.V writing in order to prepare them for the job
fairs.
Totally 49 projects designed and voluntarily implementing by Jawana graduates. The
voluntarily implementation of those projects increased a culture of volunteer work in
Afghan communities which have long-run impacts of cultivating a culture of helping
others and humanity. Communities and groups were mobilized to support the Jawana
volunteer projects.
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Below are the highlights of projects implemented by Jawana participants:






























Establishing the girls Tines team for the first time in Herat. As result of this project this
gap in Herat Sports field for women was filled.
Obtaining marriage certificate for 160 couples.
Building a bus station in-front of Herat University. This bus station was first cleaned
from garbage, as this area used to be a place where people put all their garbage and
then was greened for the use of University students.
The area near to Jawana classes in Hera University was planted by a group of round
#3 graduates and round #4 graduates. This was also a good opportunity for both rounds
to strengthen relationships.
Obtaining of National ID cards for 20 orphan children and these children can use the
privilege of National ID in the future.
Conducting awareness raising Compiegne on breast cancer for 200 women and free
treatment of 70 sick women.
Conducting of first aid training for 60 women.
Establishing of women lingerie shop in the crowded Ferdawasi Market in Herat City.
Establishing an employee and job seeker bridge
47 girls in Kwaja Abdullah Ansar orphanage got benefit from English learning course.
All Jawana participants got familiarity with CV writing skills
Mujahid High school was equipped with white board and computer learning class was
conducted for the students in this school.
150 students blood group was determined in Mujahid High School.
Establishing a library in Khwaja Abdullah Ansar Orphanage.
Construction of Nizami Herawi High School boundary wall.
Digging deep well in Herat University bus station.
Conducting first aid training for Orphanage children.
Obtaining driving license for 37 woman
Developing and printing of lab manual for schools in Herat city.
Construction of one story building with 12 rooms in Hatifi High School (this project is
on-going).
Abjalil High School was equipped with computer.
Conducting literacy class in Noqra Village for women and as well as conducting
awareness raising program for those women.
Identifying and referring of 12 talented but deprived students to entrance exam course.
Construction of healthy water pipes in Abjalil School.
Conducting health awareness raising program for 20 girls in Per-e-Herat charity
foundation.
170 women were aware of Tubercles sickness.
Obtaining National ID card for 20 deprived and poor children.
Painting walls and paving the road in-front of the WLD Classes in Herat University
center
10 poor and deprived people with vision problems were referred to eye hospital for
treatment.
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International peace day was celebrated through holding birthday party of street
children.
Distribution of second hand clothes to displaced people in Herat.
Conducting of painting exhibition of 25 well-known and active women in Herat.
Painting of Mandaleeve table in Jaghara School.
Painting and recovering of entertainment tools in Shamira Garden.
Equipping of health room in Shamira Garden which will be used by Shamira Garden
visitors and Jawana participants.
Establishment of a library in Arazi Department.
Establishment of mass cloths production workshop and online marketing for those
cloths.
Distribution of uniform for deprived and poor children in a school.
Paving rugs in some of the classes of two schools.
Establishing of sport room in Jaghara School.
Provide and install water purifier in Shamira Garden.

Women leadership development project in Nangarhar province:
The Jawana Women’s Leadership and Empowerment Course focuses on teaching young
female high school graduates the leadership skills and management necessary to access
decision-making positions in Afghanistan. The courses are offered in Jalalabad province. In
Nangarhar province, WLD project had a great impact and everlasting results during year 2017.
No of graduates:
Total no graduates in during the whole year are 487 after the successful completion of 6 rounds
and 7th round is ongoing.
As compared to the start, it was so difficult to find new participants but with the passage of time
and through strong coordination with related sectors, WIE, WIG, UN agencies, women affairs
department, GOs and NGOs now we have a large no of visitors.
Successful participation in ToT’s:
From the start of the project Jawana manual was not finalized, it was edited, and positive
changes made with the passage of time. Changes also made pre-tests and post-tests, revision
of manual and changes in daily attendance sheets is also an asset for WLD staff in Nangarhar
province.
Trainings:
Many trainings for WLD graduates are presented by Eslah, WIG, WIE, UNAMA, AIHRC, DoWA
and many other non-profit organizations. Most of them got prizes and they were published in
newsletters and enhanced through media in Nangarhar province. Most of the trainings were
about how to apply for a job, social mobilization, team building, CV making, human rights and
elimination of violence against women.
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Job Fair:
Through the process of job, fair many Jawana graduates got different jobs and it had a great
impact for this project that may increase the total no beneficiaries as compared to the target
given for each province.
Long term funding by WIE:
The projects designed by the Jawana graduates are over sighted by WIE delegations from
USAID-HQ gradually and after the successful results they are agreed to have funding for
permanent Jawana projects for improving their financial status. It will help them in their financial
sustainability. Most of the WLD participants are financially supported by WIE for paying about
40% of their education expenses.
The WLD participants whom are interested in mid wifery and nursing they are also trained by
the medical doctors of public health hospital and financial expenses are covered by WIE. It will
increase the impact of WLD in many different aspects.

Success stories:
One of the biggest success story of WLD is hiring of one of the Jawana graduate’s in family
prosecution center as female prosecutor named “Shakiba Danish Kamawi”. Many of them are
hired as course facilitator in Khurasan university and eventually one Kalsoom Shigiwal is hired
as course leader in AWEC regional office.
“Marwa Rokay” is hired as intern in PROMOTE which is possible to be promoted as focal point
assistant.
“Kainat” is hired as trainer with WIE.
“Fakhria” is hired as intern with WIE.
About 48 WLD graduated are hired as teachers in different private and government schools. It
is helping them to financially sustainable.
Meeting of the PROMTE participants with first lady had a great impact. Spreading of breast
cancer awareness, benefits of breast feeding, 16days activism, 1st AID, personal and
environmental hygiene, violence against women.

2. AWEC has-supported project in the Female Prison Detention and Juvenile
Rehabilitation Centers in Kabul, by funding support from International Narcotic and law
enforcement (INL), as protection and promotion of the rights of women inmates as its primary
object. In addition to providing education and vocational training services, other activities of
this project included ensuring access to justice through providing legal support and cases
follow up for inmates, rights awareness according to the Afghanistan laws, and family support
and reintegration services through AWEC’s social workers.
Through implementing of this project, AWEC has achieved the following results:
 Access to legal services for all female prisoners at (KJRC & KFPDC),
 Improved rights and social issue awareness through workshops at (KJRC & KFPDC),
 Improved awareness of official staff of KFPDC & KJRC about Constitution, Police Law,
the Juvenile Code and social issue related to the both section through workshops.
 Family support and reintegration services through social services,
 Improved education level of women prisoners of (KJRC& KFPDC),
 Improved financial self-reliance capability as a result of skill building activities of female
prisoners (vocational training program),
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Provide basic health care and hygienic services.
Provided kindergarten facilities for children at (KFPDC),

Impact of the project in the society:
AWEC started working on impact of project after prisoners released. Since, July 2017, AWEC’s
social workers started case management of released women who had participated in AWEC’s
vocational classes during imprisonment and were outstanding in their classes, to find eligible
students to distribute (Handicraft, Tailoring and Bag Making Tools) for them. Social workers
followed up with (133) female prisoners and (22) juveniles after their released until end of
November 2017.

Steps of case management are as follow:
First Round
1. Filling Exit Interview for each prisoners
2. Process of Selecting of Beneficiaries
3. Visiting Release women in their homes
4. Visiting the Community Leader of the district that women are living there

Second Round
1. Filling Approval letter
2. Filling Business Plan for Vocational Skills
3. Filling Commitment letter
AWEC had worked on case management of women out of prison and by passing several follow
ups, 8 women and one girl identified as eligible students to take the tailoring and handicraft
equipment. These women were the outstanding students of AWEC’s vocational training
classes and they did not have anyone to support them financially and they wanted to continue
their skill even out of prison and support their-selves and their family financially.

3. Operational Capacity Building Project:
This project is funded by CAFOD Organization with the goal to enhance the security
management capacity of AWEC managers in each province, while creating a culture of
security awareness within the AWEC country program. This will in turn improve wider
program sustainability for AWEC’s work. During the year 2017 AWEC Herat Office
conducted below activities related to this project:




Conducting of Bi-monthly security meetings: Those meetings were conducted in bimonthly bases with participation of AWEC staff including all supporting staff. In the first
security monthly meeting a representative of INSO Organization came and briefed
meeting participants about security situation in Herat and the potential threats to NGOs.
Further INSO Organization did an assessment of the office building and will soon share
the report of this assessment with AWEC-Herat.
Conducting of security trainings on different topics with a main focus on AWEC security
policy. This policy was reviewed to the training participants chapter by chapter and also
training on organizational behavior was conducted to the AWEC-Herat Office staff.
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Regular monitoring of the AWEC-Herat security related issues and reporting to Kabul
Office: All security related issues regards to guards, office building and WLD classes
were regularly monitored and in case of any concerns or issues, it is reported to Kabul
main office and recorded. Guards and drivers have regularly been reminded of their
responsibilities and duties.
Regularly participation in INSO meetings and conducting of a meeting with Herat Police
Headquarters, Civilian branch.
Establishing good relationship with Herat Police Headquarters-Gender Department.

Increasing Provincial Staffs Knowledge regarding Security policy

To increase Staff knowledge regarding Security policy, practical training has been conducted
for staffs, on how to handle any security issues such as Firefighting methods, attack handling
and escaping ways, earthquake and urgent evacuation methods and gather assembly.
Including ringing fire-alarm and making them clear types of ringing fire-alarm in each incident.
By holding training and workshops during one year our staff get enough information and inputs
about security procedures and have the ability to apply them in their workplace and assigned
duties for example; first aids training pave the way for staff that could manage and help each
other in emergency circumstance even they are able to distinguish different kinds of medicine
and their usages and one day one of our staff get wounded in the community our drivers able
to controlled the situation and applied first aids till to reach to the hospitable they are as below:










Staff personal security & safety
Communication and Monitoring plan
Barriers and vehicles safety and security
First Aid
Guard’s safety and security
Incident procedures
Firefighting
Attack, explosion, earth quarters, fire process and accident protection methods
Location self-assessmen

Impact of implementation of security procedures:






Coordination and linkages with governmental organization and INSO office
Regularly meetings coordination with mentioned authorities pay the way for us to get
on time information and update on security issue in Balkh province and INSO office
delivered Guard and Radio Training for supportive staff due to earned more information
and techniques in order to fulfill their job in a better way
AWEC-Balkh office determined all security pointers in all floors and held orientation on
each of them and staff knew how to use in emergency satiation and had initial meetings
with neighbors in emergency cases due to our staff use their house and gathered on
there on the other hand, a detailed list provided from contracted drivers who has
responsibility to pick and drop staff and its aimed to get information outside drivers and
somehow avoided from probable risks

AWEC Balkh evaluated North Zone Security Issues:

Afghanistan has been facing internal conflicts in last decade using people nationally and
ideals thoughts, through world powerful and regional countries exclusively neighbors. With
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coming national unity government, unfortunately, the conflicts which have been plan
increased in Northern zone, The Taliban militants began to operate in an organized manner
with more modern weapons and ammunition than the government in the vulnerable areas
of the north. During last year we have been an eyewitness to the collapse of Kunduz for
two times. And now there is no security explanation, Jawzjan, Faryab, Sarpul, Baghlan,
Takhar, Balkh, Kunduz and Badakhshan provinces are in defending status, that
unfortunately, most of their districts are controlled by Taliban and are out of Government
order.
Balkh province that we are currently living in is the same as other provinces of North, and
highly facing insecurity, Kaldar District which is neighbor to Kunduz Qala Zal District is daily
facing fighting between Government and Taliban, Sholgar, Chemtal, and Charbolak has
been supporting Taliban since years, and now are more dangerous than before.
Local Government leading by Governor is negotiating with the Central government on their
credits and powers, look that has no relationship with Dr. Abdullah, that looks from his
different speeches, and yet didn’t reach to an agreement with President, this caused people
to misdirection and increased insecurity in Province.
Opium Cultivation has increased this year in Balkh Province, it becomes a good reason for
Taliban and other suspect people to come calling a collection of Opium, that facilitated by
district Security commandership who has been benefiting 50% of it.
High Security also has been making problem during this year some time cased closing of
the Kabul – Mazar or Mazar-Jawzjan Roads, that can have a high effect on this province
Security.
Drug Addiction has been another challenge in this province, especially addiction of literate
youths who have recently completed their Postgraduate education or High school and is
jobless not only this migration of Youth generation also cased security problem in
Afghanistan including Balkh Province.
Including all challenges and problems that are mentioned trading, educational activities and
NGOs are actively working in this province. That leads this society to development and
empowerment.

Local government is using it all power to keep secure Balkh Province as the heart of
Northern Zone of Afghanistan and we must not forget the rule of cultural people.
Provincial security organization chart

In case of happening security issues on any of staffs any incidents such as (Kidnaping,
attacking or etc), security chart had been developed that what methods and activities to be
under taken, for effective coverage of incident each staff is responsible to inform his/her
higher officer as on below chart , also it is cleared that for better follow up of the incident
its time, location, who have been affected, his name contact number, any necessary
information has to be recorded and it must be kept secret from other staffs except his/ her
higher officer/manager, until it is approved and none staffs have to share it with any
Governmental, or NGOs, also drivers have been trained on handling any attack in case
happens in field level and steps that they need to undertake. To save his and his colleague
life.
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Providing a checklist of security procedures and its practical application.

Based on security issues all office has been surveyed and necessary step undertook,
necessary sings fixed on walls, fire-extinguisher install security cameras have been
installed for visual access out of Office. And checklist has been prepared that each staff
has to follow that up in case if any incidents.
AWEC Balkh equipped through Operational Management Capacity Building Project














Besides capacity building programs of OMCBP our sub-offices equipped with security
equipment and now staff are able for utilization and know how to take care of
themselves and office safety in emergency cases and they are as below:
Installation of 4 security cameras
Providing emergency numbers inside office and in vehicles including the number of
(Community leaders, Security headquarters, Hospital, Public order, night shifts concern
officer, Ambulance, traffic manager, manager of firefighting Immediate Police Number
Security alarm alert
Smoke alert
Fire extinguisher
First aid box in the office and vehicles
Toolbox for vehicles
Becket, Shovel, and Axe
Emergency Ladder
Anti-blast glass film
Emergency charger for vehicles
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4. AWEC defends the right to education of the most vulnerable and underserved urban
children, Kabul’s street working children AWEC defines street children as those who are
working or living on the streets with limited family support/societal protection, and who are
exposed to different forms of violence, abuse, and exploitation. Street children include those
selling plastic bags, polishing shoes and washing cars, beggars, children working in
workshops and restaurants, as well as those sorting through rubbish for scraps of food and
items to sell.
One of AWEC’s main strategic goals is: to improve access to services and livelihoods
options for poor and vulnerable groups of women and children; increasing acceptance
and support for them by families and society. Therefore, besides rendering educational
support and social services to the vulnerable, AWEC aims to influence stakeholders and policy
makers to protect children.

Since 1998, AWEC has been working with street working children through running
comprehensive education, integration, and social development programs for street children
where thousands of children have learned basic literacy and hundreds have joined formal
schooling.
Through centers such as Anna’s Center, AWEC aims to provide a safe and accessible space
for street working children to receive an education and preparation for integrating into schools
or at least have functional literacy. Beside education, skill development and recreational
activities children have access to counselling, safety training, and support against hazard and
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exploitation on the street, and one daily meal at the center. Approximately 250 children benefit
yearly from AWEC’s center.
In March 2017, AWEC successfully managed to integrate a group of 50 children into public
schools in grades 5, 6, and 7. AWEC’s social workers introduced these street children and
their families to the center. Capacity trainings and small business development support were
provided to the mothers or any living parent of the children. AWEC convinced their families to
allow their children to at tend flexible school hours through AWEC’s centers. The social
workers continue to visit and support the children to reduce dropout among these children.
5. AWEC is implementing a project to provide access to “Education in Emergencies” to
children funded by Unicef in five provinces of Afghanistan which includes (Kabul, Nanagarhar,
Kunduz, Laghman and Kunar provinces) from August 2017 to August 2018. AWEC is having
two implementing partners EPD and TLO where AWEC is a leading partner in this project.

Through this project, AWEC provides inclusive and quality education for the effected children
through different programs like Community Based Education (CBE), Accelerated Learning
Education (ALC), language classes and catchup classes.
As the project started in 15 August 2017 and AWEC planned to provide education for 15,000
children in five provinces. So far, AWEC hired and trained 175 teachers in five provinces. Each
teacher is teaching in two shifts and covering 60 children.
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AWEC did social mobilization in the targeted areas and the host communities are supporting
the project. We established 350 classes’ five targeted provinces and now 10500 children are
studying in Community based schools (CBS), Accelerated learning classes (ALC), Language
classes and catchup classes of the project.
Moreover, class kits and students’ kits are distributed to 9300 students in some provinces and
the distribution for remaining provinces is ongoing. AWEC and INTERSOS conducted mutual
EiE training in Kabul for MoE staff Provincial Education Departments (PEDs) and District
Education Departments (DEDs) to build their capacity regarding EiE policies and related
issues.
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